SOCCER SCOUTING REPORT
TEAM 1:
Date

TEAM 2:
Location:
TEAM 1

Score:

Half 1:
TEAM 2

(1):

(2):

Final:

FORMATION
write in the function
and players number

(1):
(2):
Sample for one team
GK
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M
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M
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D
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M
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Observation

F
F
9
10
4-4-2, two defensive centre M, overlapping
D,s. One defensive M joins attack
F's make diagonal runs in center, but do
not go to wings

note any changes
coach makes during
game and why

team changes to 4-5-1 when leading to
defend the win

GOALKEEPER

starting goalkeeper is tall and seems
very confident.

observe during
warm-ups
STRENGTH

very good reflexes on line. Good hands on
high balls. Comes out to get crosses

WEAKNESS

Gives up rebounds on low shots straight
at keeper. Hesitates diving for low shots
to keeper's right side

COMMENTS

Keep shots low. Go aggressively for
rebounds. Keep crosses away from keeper.
Test keeper's right side.

TEAM 1

TEAM 2

Sample

DEFENSE
STRENGTH

solid in center, good coverage
great tackler on right side - overlaps
left defender is weakest
#3 reads game well and steps into void in
midfield

WEAKNESS

left side slow
play off-side trap but # 4 doesn't move
up quickly enough

COMMENTS

attack from our right (their left weak side)
quick balls down our right to exploit
weak defender and failing off-side trap

MIDFIELD
STRENGTH

very compact in the center.
fast on right side
#6 takes good shots from outside box

WEAKNESS

left side slow
transition to defense after loss of
possession is slow

COMMENTS

attack from our right (their left weak side)
quick transition through midfield after
gaining possession in our half

TEAM 1

TEAM 2

Sample

OFFENSE
STRENGTH

quick forwards with great 1v1 moves
communication is good
outside midfielders cross well just to
just outside 6yd box
good placement of shots and power

WEAKNESS

don't challenge for high balls

COMMENTS

need to challenge and cover forwards in 1v1
situations
no need to worry about crosses

GAME STRATEGY
STRENGTH

great attacking movements. Good overlaps
switching fields often to unbalance defense
aggressive pressing in opponent's half

WEAKNESS

slow transition in midfield to defense
weak left side

COMMENTS

quick transitions through midfield
attack their left side
rebounds on goalie
double up on forwards
neutralize #6 and gain control

TEAM 1
KEY PLAYERS

TEAM 2

Sample
#6 controls game, dangerous shots
must contain
#9,# 10 quick with moves
#4 slow and poor challenges
# 11 slow

Comments

need to practice quick transition next
need to re-emphasize challenge and cover
drills in next practice
practice switching field from left to right
practice attacking goalie rebounds
team meeting to review game strategy
before game

